Let G be a finite group acting on a small category I. We study functors X : I → C equipped with families of compatible natural transformations that give a kind of generalized G-action on X. Such objects are called G-diagrams. When C is a sufficiently nice model category we give a model structure on the category of I-indexed G-diagrams in C . There are natural G-actions on Bousfield-Kan style homotopy limits and colimits of G-diagrams. We prove that weak equivalences between point-wise (co)fibrant objects in our model structure induce weak G-equivalences on homotopy (co)limits. A case of particular interest is when the indexing category is a cubical diagram. We use homotopy limits and colimits over such diagrams to produce loop and suspension spaces with respect to permutation representations of G. We go on to develop a theory of enriched homotopy functors and give an equivariant linearity condition in terms of cubical G-diagrams, which in the case of G-spaces we prove to be equivalent to Blumberg's notion of G-linearity. In particular we show that the Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem is a direct consequence of the equivariant linearity of the identity functor on G-spectra. 
Introduction
We begin with a motivating example.
Example. Let X be a pointed space with an action of C 2 , the cyclic group of order two, with σ : X → X representing the action of the non-trivial group element. Assume we have a diagram
of pointed spaces together with mutually inverse homeomorphisms r : Y → Z and l : Z → Y which cover σ in the sense that f • l = σ • g and g • r = σ • f . Then the pullback Y × X Z inherits a natural C 2 -action given by (y, z) → (l(z), r(y)) and similarly, the homotopy pullback Y × h X Z = {(y, γ, z) ∈ Y × X I × Z | f (y) = γ(0) and γ(1) = g(z)} inherits the action (y, γ, z) → (l(z), σ •γ, r(y)), whereγ(t) = γ(1 − t). The usual inclusion Y × X Z ֒→ Y × h X Z is equivariant with respect to these actions. Let R 1,1 denote the sign representation of C 2 on R and let Ω 1,1 X be the space of pointed maps from the one point compactification S R 1,1 to X with C 2 acting by conjugation. If Y (and hence Z) is contractible, there is a C 2 -homotopy equivalence
On underlying spaces this just an instance of the well-known homotopy equivalence ΩX ≃ holim( * → X ← * ).
It is natural to ask when a map between diagrams, such as (1), induces a C 2 -homotopy equivalence on homotopy limits and whether one can generalize this to construct loop spaces from other representation spheres.
A structured diagram as in (1) is an instance of a G-diagram. These objects were first introduced independently in [JS01] and [VF99] , and were further studied in [VF04] and [TW91] in connection with homotopy colimits of topological spaces and simplicial sets. In the present paper we develop a model categorical framework for G-diagrams, allowing us to deal also with homotopy limit functors, and to work in other categories, for example in the category G-spectra.
Given a finite group G acting on a category I by functors a(g) : I → I, a G-diagram in a category C is a functor X : I → C together with natural transformations g X : X → X • a(g) for every g in G compatible with the group structure. A map between G-diagram is a natural transformation between the underlying diagrams that commutes with the structure maps (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.2). We write C I a for the category of G-diagrams with these maps as morphisms. The category C I a is isomorphic to the category of diagrams in C indexed on the Grothendieck construction of the action a : G → Cat (see Lemma 1.8 and [JS01, 2] ). If the category of G-objects C G is a sufficiently nice model category (for example G-spaces with the fixed points model structure, or orthogonal G-spectra with the G-stable model structure) we prove the following 2.6.
Theorem: Let C be a G-model category (see 2.1). There is a cofibrantly generated sSet
G -enriched model structure on the category of G-diagrams C 
generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations the collections
where I i and J i are respectively generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations of C Gi , and
a is the left adjoint to the evaluation functor at the vertex i. When it makes sense to talk about the colimit, limit, homotopy colimit and homotopy limit of a G-diagram X, these constructions have natural G-actions induced by the the structure maps g X ( see Corollary 1.4 and §1.2). Moreover, the usual comparison maps lim X → holim X and hocolim X → colim X are equivariant as we already observed for the C 2 -diagram (1). In general most constructions involving (co)limits and (co)ends enrichments applied to G-diagrams produce G-objects and equivariant maps between them. The G-equivariant homotopy type of the Bousfield-Kan homotopy limit and colimit of a G-diagram is homotopy invariant (see 2. We prove other equivariant analogues of classical theorem of model categories of diagrams, such as a homotopy cofinality theorem for G-diagrams (2.24) generalizing the results [TW91, 1] and [VF04, 6] , as well as an Elmendorf-like theorem for G-diagrams (2.25).
As an application of this model categorical theory of G-diagrams, we define and study equivariant excision. Classically, a homotopy invariant functor between model categories is excisive if it sends homotopy cocartesian squares to homotopy cartesian squares. This definition is not well behaved when the categories involved are categories of G-objects. For example, excisive reduced functors from pointed G-spaces to G-spaces are not a model for G-spectra (see [Blu06] ) unless G is the trivial group. We formulate G-excision by replacing squares by "equivariant cubes". For a finite G-set J we consider the power set P(J) as a category with inclusions as morphisms. This has a G-action induced by the G-action on J. A G-diagram indexed on P(J) is called a J-cube. A J-cube X is defined to be homotopy cocartesian if the map from the homotopy colimit to the value at the terminal vertex is a weak equivalence in C G . Similarly, it is homotopy cartesian if the map from the value at the initial vertex to the homotopy limit is a weak equivalence in C G . A suitable homotopy invariant functor Φ : C G → D G is called Gexcisive if it sends homotopy cocartesian G + -cubes to homotopy cartesian G + -cubes. Here G + is the set G with a disjoint base point, and G acts on it by left multiplication. It plays the role of a regular G-set, in the same way as the reduced representation of R[G + ] is the regular representation of G. The paper contains a series of fundamental properties of G-excision, summarized in the following list.
• 3.11 A G-excisive functor 
In particular, the classical Wirthmüller isomorphism theorem for G-spectra follows directly from G-excision for the identity functor on G-spectra by considering a specific homotopy cocartesian cube.
Moreover G-excision for the identity on G-spectra, i.e. the fact that any homotopy cocartesian equivariant J-cube is homotopy cartesian, is a formal consequence of the equivariant Freudenthal suspension theorem. This notion of equivariant cubes and G-excision provides a good context in which the category of G-spectra "is G-stable".
The paper is structured as follows: In section 1 we first define G-diagrams and describe some properties of categories of G-diagrams as well as the interaction of G-diagrams with Kan extensions. We continue with enrichment and interactions with simplicial structure and finish the section with examples of G-diagrams. Section 2 mainly consists of the construction of a model structure on the category of G-diagrams in some nice model category. We also prove homotopy invariance and cofinality results for homotopy limits and colimits in this model category framework as well as an Elmendorf theorem. Section 3 deals with equivariant excision, and contains a conceptual proof of the Wirthmüller isomorphism, stated as a consequence of G-linearity for the identity functor on G-spectra. Finally, the appendix contains some technical results about G-diagrams indexed on directed Reedy categories and some properties of homotopy limits and colimits.
1 Definitions and setup
Categories of G-diagrams
We first introduce some notation and conventions. If C is a (possibly large) category and I is a small category we write C I for the usual category of functors from I to C . By topological space we will mean compactly generated weak Hausdorff space and T op is the category of such spaces with continuous maps between them. We write M ap(X, Y ) for the space of maps from X to Y endowed with the compact-open topology. The based variants of the above are T op * and M ap * (X, Y ).
In the following C will be a category, G a finite group, and I a small category. By a slight abuse of notations we will also write G for the category with one object * and one morphism g : * → * for each element g ∈ G, and with composition given by g • h = gh. The group G will act on I from the left and we will encode the action as a functor a : G → Cat sending * to I. Most of the content of this section can be found in the work of Jackowski-S lomińska [JS01] or in Villarroel-Flores's paper [VF04] .
A G-structure on X with respect to the action a is a collection of natural transformations {g X : X → X • a(g)} such that
where (g X ) a(h) is the natural transformation obtained by restricting g X along the functor a(h) : I → I. An I-shaped diagram X with a G-structure will be called an I-shaped G-diagram in C with respect to the action a or simply a G-diagram in C if I and a are understood.
In order to simplify the notation we will mostly write g in stead of a(g) when this does not cause confusion. Accordingly, when X and Y are I-indexed G-diagrams we will write f g for the restriction of a map f : X → Y along the functor g = a(g) : I → I. In the later sections we will sometimes write g instead of g X .
The composite of two maps of G-diagrams is again a map of G-diagrams. For a fixed action a of the group G on I we write C I a for the category whose objects are the G-diagrams in C with respect to a and with morphisms the maps of G-diagrams.
Let I and J be small categories with G-actions a and b respectively and let F : I → J be a functor. We say that F is G-equivariant if it commutes strictly with the G-actions, that is, if F (gi) = gF (i) and F (gf ) = gF (f ) for all objects i in I and morphisms
. Now assume that C is complete and cocomplete. Then the functor F * : C J → C I has a left adjoint F * and a right adjoint F ! given by left and right Kan extension, respectively. We will now see that if X is an I-shaped G-diagram, then there are natural G-structures on F * X and F ! X. We treat the left Kan extension first.
The value of the functor F * X on an object j of J is given by the coequalizer
where s projects onto the source of the indexing map α and t maps into the target of α by the map X(α). For an element g ∈ G the natural transformation g X induces a map of diagrams
and the dotted arrow is the j-component of the natural transformation g F * X : F * X → (F * X) • g. It is not hard to see that the set {g F * X } g∈G constitutes a G-structure on F * X and that the underlying functor F * takes maps of I-indexed G-diagrams to maps of J-indexed G-diagrams. Similarly, for the right Kan extension F ! a dual construction with equalizers gives a G-structure {g F ! X } g∈G on F ! X. We write simply F * X and F ! X for the G-diagrams obtained in this way. Example 1.5. (Products and coproducts) Let I be a discrete category with G-action, i.e., a G-set and consider a G-diagram X in the category Set of sets. The coproduct I X is the set of pairs (i, x) where x ∈ X i and the action of g ∈ G is given by
The product I X is the set of functions x : I → i∈I X i such that x(i) ∈ X i for all i ∈ I. The action of g ∈ G on x ∈ I X is determined by the equation
This example generalizes to arbitrary categories with products and coproducts but the notation becomes more cumbersome when one can no longer speak about elements of objects.
We now give an alternative description of G-diagrams which is sometimes easier to work with. Definition 1.6. The category G ⋊ a I is given as follows:
• Composition is given by (h,
Remark 1.7. Note that in the notation of e.g. [Tho79] this is the Grothendieck construction G a.
A G-diagram X gives rise to a functor X ⋊a : G ⋊ a I → C by setting
on objects, and by setting
on morphisms. We leave it to the reader to check that this respects composition of maps.
Lemma 1.8: The assignment X → X ⋊a is functorial and defines an isomorphism of categories
Proof. The functoriality is clear. We will define a functor Φ ′ : C G⋊aI → C Proof. The diagram category C G⋊aI is bicomplete since C is. It follows that C I a is bicomplete.
Enrichments and homotopy (co)limits
If C is any category, then the category C G is naturally enriched in left G-sets in the following way. For objects c, d of C G let C (c, d) be the set of maps between the underlying objects in C . Then G acts on 
If f is fixed under the action of G, then
In other words, f is fixed if and only if the square
It follows that the fixed points C 
Proof. We show that α = α X,Y is equivariant, the argument for β X,Y is similar.
Let f : X → F * Y be a map of diagrams and g ∈ G. Then α(g · f ) is the unique map
: : t t t t t (2) commutes, where η X is the unit of the (F * , F * )-adjunction at the object X. Consider the following diagram:
The commutativity of the left hand square follows immediately from the definition of g F * X and middle square commutes by the definition of α(f ). Composing the maps in the top row gives (
It follows that F * (g · α(f )) defines a lift in the diagram (2) so, by uniqueness of the lift, we conclude that α(g · f ) = g · α(f ).
Taking fixed points in Proposition 1.10 we immediately get the following: 
which inherits a G-action in a similar way.
Example 1.12. If X, Y : I → C are diagrams in C then we can describe the set of maps (natural transformations) between them as the end
Similarly, for G-diagrams X, Y in C I a there is a natural isomorphism of G-sets
with the G-action on the left hand as described above.
By a simplicial category we will mean a category C that is enriched, tensored and cotensored in simplicial sets, in the sense of e.g. [DS07, 2.2] or [GJ09, II,2.1]. This means that for any two objects c and d in C there is a simplicial set M ap C (c, d), and a natural bijection
given a simplicial set K there are objects K ⊗ c and map C (K, c) of C . These satisfy some associativity constraints and naturality conditions making M ap C (−, −) and map C (−, −) contravariant functors in the first variable and covariant in the second variable and − ⊗ − covariant in both variables. Finally for all c, d in C and K in sSet there are natural isomorphisms in sSet where M ap with no subscript denotes the usual internal hom-object in sSet.
Using this structure we will now describe additional structure on the category C I a of I-indexed Gdiagrams in a simplicial category C . We begin with enrichment. We noted above that for a pair X, Y of G-diagrams in C the set C I (X, Y ) has a G-action induced by the G-structures on X and Y . This gives C I a the structure of a category enriched in left G-sets.
Definition 1.13. With X, Y as above, set
with the G-action as described in the diagram ( * ).
In other words the mapping space M ap
It is not hard to see that this defines an enrichment of C I a in sSet G and that for each n ≥ 0 there is an isomorphism of G-sets
Definition 1.14. Let K : I → sSet, L : I op → sSet, and X : I → C be G-diagrams. We set
and give both the G-actions as in ( * ).
Let [n] be the usual category with objects 0, 1 . . . n and a morphism i → j if and only if i ≤ j. For a small category I the nerve N I is the usual simplicial set with N I n = F un([n], I). Taking over-categories gives a functor N (I/−) : I → sSet. The G-action on I gives maps N /i,g : N (I/i) → N (I/gi) for g ∈ G and i an object of I. These maps combine to give a G-diagram structure on N (I/−). Similarly the functor N (−/I) op : I op → sSet with the maps N i,g/ :
and the homotopy colimit of X is
In the presence of a model structure the words homotopy limit and colimit will always refer to these particular construction and not, a priori, the derived functors of the limit and colimit respectively.
Note that there are maps of diagrams N (−/I) op → * and N (I/−) → * , where * denotes a chosen one-point simplicial set in both cases. From the formulas above it is easy to see that there are natural isomorphisms map a I ( * , X) ∼ = lim X and X ⊗ a I * ∼ = colim X. The maps to the terminal diagrams induce maps lim X → holim X and hocolim X → colim X.
This paper is in part motivated by the question "when are these maps weak equivalences in C G ?"
Examples of G-diagrams
In this section we will provide many of the motivating examples for the theory of G-diagrams. The diagrams will usually have values in the category T op * of pointed spaces.
For the first two examples we need to fix some notation. Let Z be a pointed space with an action by the finite group G. If T is a finite left G-set then we write R[T ] for the permutation representation with basis {e t } t∈T . The subspace of R[T ] generated by the element N T = t∈T e t is a one-dimensional trivial subrepresentation of R[T ]. We define ST to be the one-point compactification of the orthogonal complement of R · N T under the usual inner product. We write ΩT Z for the G-space of continuous pointed maps M ap * (ST , Z) with the conjugation action of G and ΣT Z for the smash product ST ∧ Z with the diagonal G-action.
Example 1.16. The power set P(T ) inherits a left G-action from the action on T . We think of the poset P(T ) \ ∅ as a category with G-action. Let ωT Z be the P(T ) \ ∅-indexed G-diagram whose value on a subset U ⊆ T is * if U = T and Z if U = T . The G-structure on ωT Z is given by the action of G on Z at the fixed object T and by the unique maps * → * elsewhere in the diagram. We claim that there is a G-homeomorphism holim
which is natural in Z. To see this we begin by noting that
spanned by all the basis vectors. Since ωT Z has all entries trivial except at the last vertex T we see that holim ωT Z is homeomorphic to the subspace in M ap(∆ U , Z) of maps whose restriction to the boundary is the constant map to the base-point of Z. The naturality is clear, so this proves the claim. Example 1.17. Similarly, we think of the poset P(T ) \ T as a category with G-action and define the G-diagram σT Z to have the value Z at the vertex ∅ and * elsewhere. The G-diagram structure is induced by the G-action on Z and the unique maps * → * . A similar argument to the one for ωT Z shows that there is a natural G-homeomorphism
Example 1.18. More generally, for any pointed object c of C G define theT -loop space andT -suspension of c as the pullback and pushout in C
In the case of a pointed space we recover the usual loop and suspension spaces (the second construction does not require a base-point, and in the case of an unpointed space it gives the unreduced suspension).
As in the previous examples there are natural isomorphisms in C
Example 1.19. We already saw that for a category I with G-action the functor N (I/−) to sSet has an obvious G-structure. For a functor F : I → J and an object j of J one can form the over-category F/j and the assignment j → N (F/j) defines a functor N (F/−) : J → sSet. If F is an equivariant functor between categories with G-action there are functors F/j → F/(gj) induced by the G-actions and after applying the nerve these give a G-structure on the diagram N (F/−). In fact, N (F/−) with this G-structure is the left Ken extension F * N (I/−) of N (I/−) along F . This will be important later when we discuss homotopy cofinality and cofibrancy of G-diagrams.
Example 1.20. Let X : I → C be a diagram in a simplicial category C . Define the diagram qX by qX i = hocolim I/i u * i X where u i : I/i → I is the functor that forgets the map to i. A map f : i → j in I induces a functor I/i → I/j and hence a map qX i → qX j . The natural map from the homotopy colimit to the colimit induces maps
which combine to a map of diagrams ρ X : qX → X. If X is a G-diagram then the functor I/i → I/gi induced by multiplication by g ∈ G induces a map qX i → qX gi and together these maps constitute a G-structure on qX. It is a classical fact that the objects colim I qX and hocolim I X are isomorphic and in ii of Proposition 2.16 we prove that this isomorphism is G-equivariant when X is a G-diagram.
G-diagrams and model structures 2.1 Equivariant model categories
Let C be a complete and cocomplete category, G a finite group and H, H ′ ≤ G a pair of subgroups. A finite set K with commuting left H ′ -action and right H-action induces a pair of adjoint functors
The left adjoint is defined as
where K c is the H-colimit of the constant H-diagram ∆c on the discrete H-category K δ , (see Example 1.5), and the H ′ -action is induced by the H ′ -action on K. Dually, define
with left H-action defined by right action on K. These functors are adjoint by the sequence of natural isomorphisms C
In the following we will always use the fixed point model structure on sSet G (see e.g. [Shi03, 1.2]) unless otherwise is stated. Definition 2.1. A G-model category is a cofibrantly generated simplicial model category C , together with the data of a cofibrantly generated model structure on C H for every subgroup H ≤ G, satisfying 1. The model structure on C H together with the sSet H -enrichment, tensored and cotensored structures induced from C forms a cofibrantly generated sSet H -enriched model structure on C H , 2. For every pair of subgroups H, H ′ ≤ G, and finite set K with commuting free left H ′ -action and free right H-action the adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction. Example 2.3. Let C be a cofibrantly generated sSet-enriched model category. The collection of projective model structures (naive) on C H for H ≤ G defines a G-model structure on C G . To see this, just notice that since the H ′ -action on K is free, a choice of section for the quotient map K → H ′ \K induces a natural isomorphism res
where res H e : C H → C is the forgetful functor. Therefore hom H ′ (K, −) preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
Example 2.4. Let C be a cofibrantly generated sSet-enriched model category, and fix a pair of finite groups
If these functors are cellular in the sense of [GM13] , the category C H inherits a sSet H -enriched model structure where weak equivalences and fibrations are the maps that are sent by every functor (−) L to weak equivalences and fibrations of C respectively (cf. [MM02, 2.8], [GM13] , [Ste10] ). In particular this construction gives the standard model structure on (pointed) spaces with H-action.
The collection of the model categories C H , for H running over the subgroups subgroups of G, assemble into a G-model category. Let us see that the left adjoint K ⊗ H (−) is a left Quillen functor. The generating cofibrations of C H are by definition the images of the generating cofibrations of C by the functors
where J ranges over finite sets with left H-action. Similarly for generating acyclic cofibrations. There is a natural isomorphism
and the right hand functor preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations by assumption. 
A model structure on G-diagrams
Let G be a finite group, C a category, and I a small category with G-action a. Given a G-diagram X in C I a and an object i ∈ I, the vertex X i ∈ C inherits an action by the stabilizer group G i ≤ G of the object i. This gives an evaluation functor ev i : C 
a is the left adjoint to the evaluation functor ev i . Remark 2.7. Under the isomorphism C I a ∼ = C I⋉G of Lemma 1.8 the evaluation functor ev i corresponds to restriction along the functor ι i : G i → I ⋉ G that sends the unique object to i and a morphism g to (g, id i : gi = i → i). Since C has all colimits a left adjoint for ev i exists.
Before proving the theorem we need to identify the left adjoints of the evaluation functors. For fixed objects i, j ∈ I let K ji be the set of morphisms
The stabilizer group G j acts freely on the left on K ji by left multiplication on G and by the category action on the morphism component. The group G i acts freely on the right on K ji by right multiplication on the G-component.
For every c ∈ C Gi define a diagram F i c : I → C by sending an object j ∈ I to
The G i -equivariant maps g :
define a G-structure on F i c. Proof. We prove that under the isomorphism C I a ∼ = C I⋉G of Lemma 1.8 the functor F i corresponds to the left Kan extension along the inclusion ι i : G i → I ⋉ G. For an object j ∈ I, the category ι i /j is the disjoint union of categories
Ec
Notice that the indexing set of the coproduct is precisely the orbit set K ji /G i . There is a canonical map of diagrams F i c → L j c, which at a vertex j is induced by
This map respects the G j -structure, which on L i c acts via the indexing set K ji /G i . To show that it is an isomorphism, choose a section s : G/G i → G for the projection map. This gives a map ev j takes relative LI-cell complexes to cofibrations: Let λ be a non-zero ordinal and X : λ → C I a a functor such that for all morphism β → β ′ in λ the map X β → X β ′ is a pushout of a map in LI. We need to show that for every j ∈ I the map
Since ev j commutes with colimits, each map ev j X β → ev j X β ′ is the pushout of a map in ev j LI. Thus we need to show that every map in ev j LI is a cofibration of C Gj . By definition of I, this is the same as showing that for all i, j ∈ I every generating cofibration of I i is sent by ev j F i to a cofibration of G j -C. The composite functor ev j F i is by definition
which sends generating cofibrations to cofibrations by hypothesis (2.1).
ii) ev j takes relative LJ -cell complexes to acyclic cofibrations: the argument is similar to the one above. to be cofibrant is to be cofibrant in the projective model structure of C G⋉I .
Proposition 2.10:
Proof. An argument analogous to the one in the proof of Lemma 2.8 shows that the right adjoint R i to the evaluation functor ev i : C I a → C Gi has j-vertex
where K * ji is the set K ji with left G i -action g · k := k · g −1 and right G j -action k · g := g −1 · k. Since the fibrations and the equivalences on C I a are point-wise, R i : C Gi → C I a is a right Quillen functor. Therefore ev i is a left Quillen functor, and in particular it preserves cofibrant objects. Definition 2.11. Let C and D be G-model categories. A G-Quillen adjunction (resp. equivalence) is an enriched adjunction C ⇄ D such that the induced adjunction C H ⇄ D H is a Quillen adjunction (resp. equivalence) for every subgroup H ≤ G. 
Cofibrant replacement of G-diagrams
When C is a cofibrantly generated simplicial model category and I is a small category a standard way to replace a diagram X : I → C by a cofibrant diagram is by the construction of Example 1.20. Namely, one defines qX by qX i = hocolim I/i (u * i X) where u i : I/i → I is the functor that forgets the map to i. Then qX is cofibrant in the projective model structure on C I and the natural map ρ X : qX → X is a weak equivalence if X has cofibrant values in C . In this section we will generalize this to G-diagrams as follows: Theorem 2.14: If X is a G-diagram such that for all i in I the value X i is cofibrant in C Gi , then the map ρ X : qX → X is a cofibrant replacement of G-diagrams.
The proof is technical and will occupy the rest of this section. We begin by fixing some notation. Let I be a small category with an action a of G. Write I δ for the discrete category with the same objects as I but no non-identity morphisms. The inclusion I δ ֒→ I is equivariant and induces a restriction functor r : C I a → C I δ a with left adjoint r * . We abbreviate r(X) as X δ . Note that the functor r preserves fibrations and weak equivalences and so it is a right Quillen functor. It follows that the left adjoint r * is a left Quillen functor. We say that an I-indexed G-diagram X is point-wise cofibrant if for each object i in I the value X i is cofibrant in C Gi .
Lemma 2.15:
Proof. To see that part i) holds, consider a square
in C I δ a , where the right hand vertical map is a trivial fibration and ∅ denotes the initial object. The map f being a trivial fibration means exactly that each component f i : Z i → W i is a trivial fibration in C Gi . Choose a representative i of each G-orbit in obI. Each resulting square
Yi . Then, if gi = i the G i -equivariance of the map λ i says precisely that
Yi = λ gi , so for all i and all g ∈ G the map λ gi is well-defined. It is now easy to see that the λ gi 's assemble to a map of G-diagrams giving a lift in the square (5).
Part ii) follows immediately from part i) and the fact that r * is a left Quillen functor and hence preserves cofibrancy of objects.
The adjunction (r * , r) induces a comonad r * r on C I a in the usual way. For a G-diagram X the value (r * r)X on i is (r * r)
The counit ε : (r * r)X → X maps the X j -component in the coproduct indexed by f : j → i to X i by the map X(f ). The comultiplication c : (r * r)X → (r * rr * r)X has as i-component the map
that maps the X j -summand indexed by f : j → i by the identity to the X j -summand indexed by id j in the f -summand of the target.
Let X be a G-diagram indexed on I. The bar construction on the comonad r * r gives a simplicial G-diagram B(r * r)X with B n (r * r)X = (r * r) n+1 X so that
Note that the indexing G i -set can be identified with N n (I/i) op . For
in N n (I/i) op the face map d k for k > 0 composes the maps α k and α k−1 and d n maps X in to the X in−1 indexed by d n (σ) ∈ N n−1 (I/i) op by the map X(α n ). The degeneracy map s l inserts an identity in the l-spot. Note that colim I r * rX = colim
so that colim I B n (r * r)X ∼ = σ∈Nn(I op ) X σ(n) and colim I B(r * r)X is isomorphic to the usual simplicial replacement * X of Bousfield and Kan [BK72] with G-action induced by the G-structure on X.
Proposition 2.16: Let X be an I-indexed G-diagram. Then there are natural isomorphisms in C
Proof. To see i we first decompose the tensor product as an iterated coend (cf. [Rie13, §6.6])
Here and in the rest of the proof we leave it to the reader to check that this is compatible with the G-structures on the diagrams. Rearranging the parentheses and switching the order of the coends gives the isomorphic object
Now we analyze the latter i -factor. It is a coend of the G-diagram I op × I → C given by
This is isomorphic to the diagram
and we note that since coends commute with colimits there is an isomorphism
Here we must be careful since the representable functor I(−, i n ) is not itself a G-diagram, but the coproduct σ∈Nn(I op ) I(−, σ(n)) of representable functors is. Finally, we observe that
To get the isomorphism in ii) we recall the isomorphism colim I B(r * r)X ∼ = * X. Since realization commutes with colimits, there are natural isomorphisms
Evaluating at i gives
where the last isomorphism is an instance of i) for the
Lemma 2.17: If X is a point-wise cofibrant G-diagram, then the simplicial object B(r * r)X is Reedy cofibrant in (C
Proof. Let L = L n B(r * rX) be the n-th latching object of B(r * rX). The natural map
is at each i in I the inclusion of the summands indexed by the degenerate n-simplices in N n (I/i) op into the coproduct over all n-simplices. Thus B decomposes as a coproduct B = L ∐ N where the value of N at i is the coproduct indexed over all the non-degenerate simplices of the nerve. The decomposition is clearly compatible with the G-diagram structure on each factor. The diagram N is obtained by applying r * to a pointwise cofibrant I δ -indexed G-diagram and is therefore cofibrant. It follows that the map L → B is a cofibration.
Corollary 2.18: If X is a point-wise cofibrant G-diagram, then qX is cofibrant.
Proof. We know from the proof of Proposition 2.16 that qX is the realization of the simplicial object B(r * r)X which is Reedy cofibrant by Lemma 2.17. Since realization takes Reedy cofibrant objects to cofibrant objects [GJ09, VII,3.6] it follows that qX is cofibrant. Proof of Theorem 2.14. It only remains to see that the map ρ X is a weak equivalence. For this we must show that for each i the map ρ Xi : hocolim I/i u * i X → X i is a weak equivalence in C Gi . The functor ι : * → I/i sending the unique object to the terminal object is homotopy cofinal in the sense of Definition 2.23, so by Theorem 2.24 the map X i = hocolim * ι * u * i X → hocolim I/i u * i X is a weak equivalence. Since it is also section to the map ρ Xi it follows by the two out of three property that ρ Xi is a weak equivalence as well.
Homotopy invariance of map and tensor
In this section C is a G-model category and a is a G-action on a small category I. X i ) and where the G-structure is given by the maps M ap
There is an equivariant adjunction isomorphism X) ). Therefore the lifting problem above is equivalent to the lifting problem in sSet
This can be solved if M ap C (B, X) → M ap C (A, X) is a fibration in sSet I a , i.e., if for every object i ∈ I the map M ap C (B, X i ) → M ap C (A, X i ) is a fibration of simplicial G i -sets. By assumption X i is fibrant in C Gi and A → B is restricts to a cofibration in C Gi , so by axiom SM 7 for the sSet Gi -enriched model category C Gi the map is a fibration. 
Equivariant cofinality
Let I and J be categories with G-actions a and b respectively, F : I → J an equivariant functor, and
We want to know when the canonical maps
are equivalences in C G . As in the non-equivariant setting, the categories F/j and j/F play a role in answering this question. For every object j ∈ J they inherit a canonical action by the stabilizers group
Definition 2.23. The functor F : I → J is left (resp. right) cofinal if for every j ∈ J the nerve of the category F/j (resp. j/F ) is weakly G j -contractible.
Notice that for H ≤ G i , the H-fixed points of the nerve of F/j are isomorphic to the nerve of (F/j) H . Therefore 
is an equivalence in C G . Dually, if F is right cofinal and X is point-wise cofibrant, the map
Proof. We prove the part of the statement about left cofinality. The map holim J X → holim I F * X factors as map
The vertical map is a cotensor version of the (F * , F * )-adjunction isomorphism. It is equivariant and it is showed to be an isomorphism in [Hir03, 19.6 .6]. The diagonal map is induced by the projection map N F/(−) → N J/(−) which is an equivalence in sSet J b , since for all H ≤ G and all object j ∈ J H both categories F/j H and J/j H are contractible (J/j H has a final object). Moreover the G-diagrams N J/(−) and N F/(−) are cofibrant in sSet 
The Elmendorf theorem for G-diagrams
Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category with cellular fixed points, in the sense of [GM13] . Then the category C G of G-object admits the fixed points model structure, where weak equivalences and fibrations are the equivariant maps whose H-fixed points are respectively weak equivalences and fibrations in C , for every subgroup H ≤ G. Let O G be the orbit category of G, with quotient sets G/H as objects and equivariant maps as morphisms. Elmendorf's theorem (see [Ste10] , [Elm83] ) describes a Quillen equivalence
has the projective model structure. In this section we prove an analogous result, giving a Quillen equivalence between the category of G-diagrams in C and a category of diagrams with the projective model structure.
Let I be a small category with an action a of G. For convenience we will consider the category of G-diagrams in C as the category C G⋊aI of diagrams indexed over the Grothendieck construction of the action (see 1. 
Proof. The right adjoint sends a
In order to define R(X) on morphisms, recall that the set of equivariant maps G/K → G/H is in natural bijection with (G/H)
, and it is sent to the composite
a is sent to the natural transformation with value
at the object (G/H, i ∈ I H ). It is straightforward to see that R is a right adjoint for L. The counit LRX → X is an isomorphism, and the unit at a diagram
By definition of the fixed points model structure and of the model structure on C G⋊aI , the right adjoint R preserves and detects equivalences and fibrations. Thus the adjunction (L, R) is a Quillen pair.
Since R preserves and detects equivalences, (L, R) is a Quillen equivalence precisely if the unit η Z : Z → RL(Z) is an equivalence for all cofibrant objects Z in C O op G ⋊aI . We prove this, following [Ste10] . By cellularity of the fixed point functors RL preserves pushouts along generating cofibrations and directed colimits along point-wise cofibrations. Thus it is enough to show that η Z is an isomorphism when Z is a generating cofibrant object, that is, an object of the form I and c of C cofibrant. For such a Z, the unit at an object (G/K, j) is the top horizontal map of the commutative diagram
where Λ ij is the set of pairs (z ∈ G/H, α ∈ zi → j) with K acting by left multiplication on G/H and by the category action on the map to j (notice that j belongs to I K ). The bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism by the cellularity conditions on the K-fixed points functor.
For the G-model category of spaces, the Elmendorf theorem gives a description of the fixed points of the homotopy limit of a G-diagram as a space of natural transformations of diagrams. 
where
Proof. The space (holim I X) G is by definition the mapping space from BI/(−) to X in T op 3 Equivariant excision
Equivariant cubes and G-excision
If J is a finite G-set, the poset category of subsets P(J) has a canonical G-action, where a group element g ∈ G sends a subset U ⊂ J to the set
Let C be a G-model category (cf. 2.1).
Definition 3.1. The category of J-cubes in C is the category of G-diagrams C P(J) a for the action a on P(J) described above.
In order to define a homotopy invariant notion of (co)cartesian cubes, we need to make our homotopy (co)limits homotopy invariant. Given a cube X ∈ C P(J) a let F X denote a fibrant J-cube together with an equivalence X ≃ → F X. Similarly let QX ≃ → X denote an equivalence with QX point-wise cofibrant, that is, with QX U cofibrant in C GU for every U ∈ P(J). , which is in particular point-wise cofibrant by 2.10. However, for a given cube one can often find a more explicit point-wise cofibrant replacement without having to find replacement cofibrant in C P(J) a (see e.g. 3.4 and 3.5 below). For example, if a functorial cofibrant replacement Q in C lifts to a cofibrant replacement in C H for every H ≤ G, the diagram QX is point-wise cofibrant.
For any fixed object i of a category I with G-action, let I\i be the full subcategory of I on objects different from i, with the restricted G-action.
is homotopy cocartesian if the canonical map hocolim
is homotopy cartesian if the canonical map
is an equivalence in C G , where i ∅ : P(J)\∅ → P(J) is the inclusion.
Example 3.4. Let c ∈ C G be a cofibrant object and J a finite G-set.
Here Σ J c = ΣJ + c is the suspension defined in 1.18, and C U c denotes the U -iterated cone
Since c is cofibrant, S J c is point-wise cofibrant. Moreover it is homotopy cocartesian. Indeed, its restriction to P(J + )\J + is the cofibrant replacement q of Theorem 2.14 for the diagram σ J c : P(J + )\J + → C with (σ J c) ∅ = c and the terminal object at the other vertices. Since homotopy colimits and colimits agree on cofibrant objects (by the homotopy invariance of ⊗ a I ), the canonical map from the homotopy colimit factors as hocolim P(J+)\J+ S J c = hocolim
where G acts diagonally on the direct summands. We show in 3.25 that this functor is G-linear, and explain how this is related to the equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HM being a fibrant orthogonal G-spectrum.
• For a fixed G-spectrum E ∈ (Sp O ) G , the homotopy functor
• The inclusion as spectra with trivial G-action Sp O → (Sp O ) G (which extends to the identity on G-spectra) is G-linear (see 3.27). 
Notice that j is a section for p. The restriction p ∅ :
is right G-cofinal, the functor p providing initial objects for the categories (S/j G/H+ ) K . Let X : P(G/H + ) → C be a homotopy cocartesian G/H + -cube. The G + -cube p * X is also homotopy cocartesian, as there is a commutative diagram
The left vertical map is an equivalence by G-cofinality 2.24, and the right one since X is homotopy cocartesian. Notice that p * QX is point-wise cofibrant as G S ⊂ G p(S) and the forgetful functor C G p(S) → C GS preserves cofibrations. Therefore p * QX is a point-wise cofibrant replacement of p * X. By G-excision, the G + -cube Φ * p * X = p * Φ * X is homotopy cartesian. There is a dual commutative diagram holim
where the left vertical map is an equivalence by G-cofinality 2.24, and the right one since p * Φ * X is homotopy cartesian. This shows that Φ * X is homotopy cartesian. 
is an equivalence in D G , with diagonal action on the target. By induction, the map of the statement is an equivalence for every J with trivial G-action. Given a finite G-set J, decompose it as disjoint union of transitive G-sets J = z∈G\J z. The map of the statement decomposes as
with the first map an equivalence as the action on G\J is trivial. Therefore it is enough to show that the map is an equivalence for J = G/H a transitive G-set.
Consider the G/H + -cube W c with vertices
It is homotopy cocartesian by an argument completely similar to 3.5. By 3.10 the cube Φ(W c) is homotopy cartesian, that is, the canonical map
is an equivalence in D G .
Remark 3.13. In this equivariant setting G + -cubes play the role that squares play in the classical theory. The equivariant analogue of n-cubes should be the category C 
is an equivalence in D G . Restricting the action to H, this map fits into a commutative diagram
where the vertical maps are the equivalences of 3.15 and the top horizontal map is an equivalence by 3.18. Thus the bottom horizontal map is also an equivalence, and since hom
is an equivalence as well. 
where nρ is the direct sum of n copies of the regular representation of G. As a direct consequence of 3.20 the functor D * Φ is G-linear, and it is equipped with a universal natural transformation Φ → D * Φ.
Proof of 3.19. Let X : P(J + ) → C be a cofibrant J + -cube. For a cofibrant object c ∈ C H let us denote
and define a J + -cube Y :
Now suppose that X is homotopy cocartesian, and let us see that Y is homotopy cartesian. There is a natural equivalence K(U, T ) ≃ X U∪T . Indeed, the maps X (S∩U)∪T → X ((S∪{t})∩U)∪T are the identity for all t ∈ T , and therefore K(U, T ) ≃ X U∪T as long as T = ∅, by the lemma 3.22 below. For T = ∅ and
again by 3.22, as the maps X S∩U → X (S∪{v})∩U are the identity for all v ∈ J + \U . Finally,
since X is assumed to be homotopy cocartesian. This shows that
For every fixed U = ∅, the cube T −→ F Φ(X U∪T ) is homotopy cartesian by 3.22, as the maps F Φ(X U∪T ) → F Φ(X U∪T ∪{u} ) are the identity for all u ∈ U . The cube Y is then the homotopy limit of cartesian cubes, which is again cartesian as homotopy limits commute with each other. Iterating this construction and using that Σ J and Ω J preserve respectively homotopy cocartesian and cartesian J + -cubes, one gets a factorization of each map in the colimit system
. By (classical) cofinality for diagrams in D G the homotopy colimit of the sequence above is equivalent to hocolim n Y (n) . We prove in appendix A.3 that under our presentability assumptions sequential homotopy colimits preserve homotopy cartesian J + -cubes. Therefore Φ(X) ≃ hocolim n QΩ nJ F Φ(Σ nJ X) is homotopy cartesian.
Lemma 3.22: Let J be a finite G-set, X : P(J) → C a J-cube and I ⊂ J a non-empty G-invariant subset such that the maps X S → X S∪i are isomorphisms for all S ⊂ J and i ∈ I. If X is fibrant, it is homotopy cartesian. Similarly if X is point-wise cofibrant, it is homotopy cocartesian.
Proof. Let P I (J) be the subposet of non-empty subsets of J that contain I. By assumption, the restriction map holim
X is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence. It fits into a commutative diagram
The left vertical map is a G-map, which is an isomorphism by assumption. The bottom horizontal map is a G-equivalence since I is initial in P I (J). A completely analogous argument shows that X is homotopy cocartesian.
G-linear functors on G-spaces
In [Blu06] Blumberg defines a notion of G-linearity for endofunctors of G-spaces, for a compact Lie group G. When G is finite, we show that his definition and ours agree up to a suspension factor.
Before starting, let us remark that when working with spaces we can drop all the point-wise fibrantLemma 3.26: Let G be a finite group with an action a : G → Cat on the small category a( * ) = I.
• Proof. For any H-spectrum E there is a functorial cofibrant replacement QE → E where the map is a level equivalence. By 2.21 it is enough to show that homotopy colimits preserve level equivalences of maps of G-diagrams. Since homotopy colimits of spectra are defined level-wise, this follows from homotopy invariance of homotopy colimits for spaces (see §3.4).
For the statement about homotopy limits, take a G-diagram of spectra X. The positive equivariant homotopy groups of holim I X are the homotopy groups of the G-space We used the notation E(nρ) = E n ∧ O(n) L(R n|G| , nρ) + for a G-spectrum E, where L(R n|G| , nρ) is the space of isomorphisms of vector spaces from R n|G| to nρ. There are natural equivalences hocolim n Ω nρ (holim I X)(nρ) ∼ = hocolim n Ω nρ holim I X(nρ) ∼ = hocolim n holim I Ω nρ X(nρ) ≃ holim I hocolim n Ω nρ X(nρ)
where the last equivalence follows from A.3. Therefore an equivalence of G-diagrams of spectra f : X → Y induces an isomorphism in positive homotopy groups of the homotopy limit precisely when the map holim I hocolim n Ω nρ f (nρ) is an equivalence of G-spaces. Since f is an equivalence of G-diagrams of spectra, hocolim n Ω nρ f (nρ) i is an equivalence of G i -spaces for all i ∈ I. The map above is then the homotopy limit of an equivalence of G-diagrams of spaces, which is an equivalence by 2.20 since every G i -space is fibrant. A similar argument shows that holim I f is an equivalence in negative homotopy groups.
Corollary 3.27: Let J be a finite G-set and I a category with action A. Any homotopy cocartesian J + -cube of spectra X ∈ (Sp O ) 
is an equivalence of G-spectra.
Proof. The category of G-spectra satisfies the presentability condition of 3.19. By the equivariant suspension theorem, the map E → Ω ρ (E ∧ S ρ ) is an equivalence for any H-spectrum E. We end the section with a complete characterization of G-linear functors from the category sSet f * of finite pointed simplicial sets to G-spectra. 2. every object of C is isomorphic to a filtered colimit of objects in Θ.
We consider the poset category N of natural numbers as a category with trivial G-action.
Proposition A.3: Let C be a G-model category, and suppose that the underlying simplicial categories C H are finitely locally presentable for all H ≤ G. Let J be a finite G-set and X : N × P(J + ) → C a G-diagram with the property that for every n ∈ N the J + -cube X n is homotopy cartesian. Then the J + -cube hocolim N QX n is also homotopy cartesian.
Proof. We need to show that the top horizontal map in the commutative diagram is an equivalence in C G . The left vertical map is an equivalence since in the locally finitely presentable category C G filtered colimits are homotopy colimits (see e.g. [Dug01, 7.3], or [BK72] for simplicial sets). Similarly, the right vertical map is the fibrant homotopy limit of an equivalence of G-diagrams, as each C GS is locally finitely presentable. The bottom map fits into a commutative diagram colim N X n,∅ / / ≃ ( ( P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Here we used that finite limits and sequential colimits commute in C (see [AR94, 1.59]), and that the natural isomorphism in question is G-equivariant. Replacing the maps X T,n → X T,n+1 and using that sequential colimits along cofibrations preserve fibrant objects (see [Sch13, 1.3 .2]), we are left with showing that colim
for every finite simplicial set K and functor Y : N → C . By the Yoneda lemma and local presentability of C , this follows from the sequence of natural bijections for an object c of C .
